
The Practice Queen

2. If you could be someone's double, who would it be?  Why?

1.

3. What is your opinion of the Queen?  Of royalty?  Do you think they are necessary in this day
and age? 

the Queen's double

Answer and complete the sentences

I think I look a little like ___________________________________________________.

I think _________ looks a little like _ __________  

The Queen of England   ____ _________

look-alike   events   led on   boat  stand-in   worldwide  throne    wave

1. Ellen is the queen's   ________________________ .

2. She is not a ______________________________.

3. Her first job  _________________ to other things.

4.

5.

6.

She rode on the  ________ to the Tower of London.

7. The _______________ she's been helping with are transmitted ________________ and millions will watch.

What are some differences between Ellen and the Queen?

She's never been allowed to sit on the  ___________.

If in a carriage or car Ellen will ________________.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jnNPDQWkCRI
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